
DFTB+ tutorials
The following tutorials illustrate how to utilize DFTB+'s capabilities.

Geometry optimization of a carbon nanotube
Creating parameters for DFTB+
Simulating electron transport with DFTB+

Geometry optimization of a carbon nanotube

Purpose: To introduce basic DFTB+ calculations of structural and electronic properties

Modules:Materials Visualizer, DFTB+

Time:

Prerequisites: None

Background
DFTB+ is a semi-empirical tight binding method based on a two-centered approach to density functional
theory (DFT). The use of a tight binding approach makes it faster than ordinary DFT methods but it also
makes it dependent on parameter sets known as Slater-Koster libraries. Libraries are provided for
standard organic molecules and semi-conductors.
Interactions with carbon nanotubes (CNT) are typically handled better by quantum mechanics
techniques than by classical forcefield-based approaches. However, the system size limitations imposed
by using quantum mechanics techniques narrows the range of applications that can be handled. DFTB+
represents a good compromise between classical and quantum simulation techniques for studying
carbon nanotubes, giving the accuracy and electronic information of the quantum calculation but
applying it to system sizes outside the reach of standard quantum techniques.

Introduction
In this tutorial you will use the DFTB+module to do a geometry optimization for a carbon nanotube and
calculate its band structure.
This tutorial covers:

Getting started
Initial preparation
To set up a Geometry optimization job:
To select properties
To control the job settings and run the job
To analyze the results

Note: In order to ensure that you can follow this tutorial exactly as intended, you should use the
Settings Organizer dialog to ensure that all your project settings are set to their BIOVIA default values.
See the Creating a project tutorial for instructions on how to restore default project settings.

1. Getting started
Begin by starting Materials Studio and creating a new project.
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Open theNew Project dialog and enter DFTB CNT as the project name, click theOK button.

The new project is created with DFTB CNT listed in the Project Explorer.
2. Initial preparation
The first step is to use the nanostructure building tools to create a 10 × 10 carbon nanotube.

Select Build | Build Nanostructure | Single-Wall Nanotube from themenu bar to open the Build
Single-Wall Nanotube dialog. Set N andM to 10 and click the Build button. Close the Build Single-
Wall Nanotube dialog.

To avoid interactions between periodic images of the CNT you should increase the lattice parameters
perpendicular to the CNT.

Select Build | Symmetry | Lattice Parameters from themenu bar to open the Lattice Parameters
dialog. On the Advanced tab, uncheck the Keep fractional coordinates fixed during changes to the
lattice checkbox. On the Parameters tab, set the lengths a and b to 30 and close the dialog.

You will perform a geometry optimization of the CNT, including optimization of the cell lengths. To keep
the periodic lattice lengths that you have just set, you should constrain these axes.

SelectModify | Constraints from themenu bar to open the Edit Constraints dialog. On the Lattice
tab, check the a, b, α, β, and γ checkboxes and close the dialog.

When you perform the calculation, the a and b cell lengths will remain fixed.
3. To set up the DFTB+ job
You are now ready to begin setting up the DFTB+ job.

Click theDFTB+ button on theModules toolbar and select Calculation or chooseModules |
DFTB+ | Calculation from themenu bar.

This opens the DFTB+ Calculation dialog.
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DFTB+ Calculation dialog, Setup tab

Select Geometry Optimization from the Task to dropdown list.

Click theMore... button to open the DFTB+ Geometry Optimization dialog.
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DFTB+ Geometry Optimization dialog

You will use the optimize cell option to relax the lattice parameters. As you have constrained the a and b
lattice lengths, theOptimize cell option will only optimize the c lattice length.

Check theOptimize cell checkbox and close the dialog.

In order to run a DFTB+ job a valid Slater-Koster library must be selected. DFTB+ requires interactions
between all available elements in the target structure to be defined in the library. A quick overview for
each library can be displayed by clicking the View button. In this tutorial you will use the CHNO library.

On the Electronic tab of the DFTB+ Calculation dialog, select the CHNO library from the Slater-Koster
library dropdown list.

Note: If you want to use DFTB+with a structure that contains atom interactions that are not
supported in any of the available parameter sets, you can use the DFTB+ Parameterization task for
creating your own parameters. This uses DMol3 to perform the DFT calculations. For more
information, see the Creating parameters for DFTB+ tutorial.

4. To select properties
As well as performing a geometry optimization, you can also select from a range of properties that will
be calculated on the optimized structure. For this tutorial, you will calculate the band structure of the
CNT.
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On the Properties tab, check the Band structure checkbox in the list of properties and set the k-point
set to Fine.

Since you are calculating the band structure for a 1D object, you should create the Brillouin zone paths
and only keep the one corresponding to the direction of the nanotube.

Click the Path... button to open the Brillouin Zone path dialog, click the Create button and then
delete all Brillouin zone paths except the Z to G path.

Note: If you generate a trajectory using the Dynamics task, you can use Forcite Trajectory Analysis to
perform further analysis.

5. To control the job settings and run the job
You can use the commands on the Job Control tab on the DFTB+ Calculation dialog to control the
calculation.
You can choose the gateway location where you will run your calculation and set various options such as
the job description. You can also specify live update settings and job completion options.
You are now ready to run your DFTB+ Geometry optimization job.

Click the Run button and close the dialog.

A text document named Status.txt is displayed, reporting the status of the calculation. This
document is updated regularly until the calculation is complete, it can be a useful aid to indicate the
progress of your calculation.
6. To analyze the results
When the calculation is complete, the results are returned to the SWNT DFTB+ GeomOpt folder in the
Project Explorer.

In the SWNT DFTB+ GeomOpt folder, double-click on SWNT.txt.

The SWNT.txt document contains an overview of the job and the result. The SWNT.dftb file contains
the output from the last single point energy DFTB+ calculation. This file can contain helpful information if
there are issues with a calculation.

Change focus to the optimized SWNT.xsd.

To visualize the band structure, you need to analyze the output documents.

Click theDFTB+ button on theModules toolbar and select Analysis or chooseModules |
DFTB+ | Analysis from themenu bar.

This opens the DFTB+ Analysis dialog.
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DFTB+ Analysis dialog

Select Band structure and click the View button.

This generates and displays a chart showing the band structure for the CNT, note the characteristic band
crossing at the Fermi level.
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DFTB+ Analysis view, Band structures

This is the end of the tutorial.
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